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A CALORIMETRIC STUDY OF THE EFFECTS OF SURFACE ENERGY IN A
TYPE II SUPERCONDUCTOR
ABSTRACT
A calorimetric study of the effects of the interphase
surface free energy has been conducted on ellipsoidal samples
of first and second kind superconductors.

The measurements

were performed using a specially designed magnetization
calorimeter by two different techniques.

The measurements

were made on lead, tin, lead-4at%thallium, and tin-6at%
indium.

The results confirm the existence and expected sign

of the surface energy in a well annealed lead-4at%thallium
sample, and indicate that the interphase surface energy in
lead and tin is too small to be directly detected by this
method.

The measured latent heats of transition of lead and

tin agree well with the latent heats deduced from the critical
field curves.

The tin-6at%indium sample was too hysteretic

to yield meaningful data.

The results of measurements

performed on lead-4at%thallium were compared to predictions
based on laminar and vortex models of the mixed state.
Robert Rex Rice
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I.
A.

INTRODUCTION

GENERAL INTRODUCTION
H. London pointed out in 1935 that a superconducting

body exhibiting total flux exclusion can not be in a state of
lowest free energy unless there is a surface free energy
associated with the boundary between the normal and superconducting phases (l) .

Landau proposed a laminar model of the

intermediate state which incorporated the surface free energy
(2)

In 1950 Pippard proposed his non-local theory, in

•

which he suggests that the superconducting order parameter
can not change in a distance shorter than the coherence length,
~ (3) .

In this approach the surface energy will be positive

if the coherence length is greater than the penetration depth,
~

, while it will be negative if the coherence length is less

than the penetration depth.
Ginzburg and Landau proposed a phenomenological approach
to superconductivity in 1950 which characterizes a material
by two parameters,
determined ( 4 ) .

n and

~

, which must be

exper~entally

In this treatment the surface energy is

positive or negative depending on whether K, the ratio of
~

, to

having

~

, is greater than or less than

\< < ,/~

~> t/~

1/i;i.

A material

is designated type I, while a material having

is designated type II.

The intermediate state is

observed in type I materials having non-zero demagnetizing

2

coefficieats, while the mixed state is observed in type II
aaterials.
tioaa for

A. A. Abrikosov solved the Giazburg-Laadau equa~~aterials

haviag

K

> 1/P.i ia 1957, aad his solution

indicates that the aixed state coasists of quantized aagaetic
flux liaes, or supercurreat vortices, arraaged in a regular,
two-dt.easional lattice aor.al to the direction of the field.
(5}

It has beea showa that oaly a lattice of flux liaes

possessing six-fold

s~etry

is dyma.ically stable with

respect to s.all displaceaeats fro. equilibrium ( 6),( 7).
A. L. Fetter has calculated the eaergy of a lattice
of quaatized flux liaes as a fuactioa of applied aagaetic
field (S) .

Fraa his expressions it is possible to obtain

theraodya. .ic functioas such as eatropy for the •ixed state.
B. B. Goodaaa earlier proposed a st.ple l . . iaar aodel for
the aixed state which iacludes a surface eaergy paraaeter ( 9) •
The ther.odyna.ic properties of this aodel are particularly
st.ple to deduce, and will be discussed ia this work.
This work is a calorimetric study of the aixed aad
iateraediate states.

It should be possible to detect the

effects of aa iaterphase surface free eaergy by aoaitoriag
the heat which aust be supplied to aa adiabatically aouated
s . .ple ia order to aaiataia isotheraal coaditioas while the
s . .ple is slowly drive• through the supercoaducting-to-

3

normal transition by an externally applied field.

Moreover,

it should be possible to calculate this heat on the basis of
the two mixed state models mentioned, viz., the laminar model
of Goodman and the vortex model of Fetter, and to compare
the results with the
work.

exper~ental

results obtained in this

During the course of this work, F. A. Otter has

reported the results of a similar study, and his results can
also be compared with the results of this experiment (lO)
B.

THERMODYNAMICS OF THE TRAMS ITION

The properties of a bulk superconductor, or a long
cylindrical sample having a negligible demagnetizing factor,
can be expressed by: (ll)
E'

=

0

6=

0

if

(la)
TYPE I

(lb)
where

E is the electric field in the interior of a

superconductor.
B is the magnetic induction in the interior.
J is the current density in the interior.
C(

is the normal state conductivity of a material.

Ho.. is the applied magnetic field.
H c is the field at which superconductivity is
destroyed.
The first pair of equations (la) express the facts
that a superconductor carries de current without loss and
that magnetic flux is excluded from the interior when the

4

material is superconducting.

The second equation implies

that when the applied field exceeds a certain value, Hc ,
called the critical field, superconductivity is destroyed and
the metal behaves as a normal metal.

The exclusion of flux

from the interior is called the ''Meissner effect" and is a
requirement for thermodynamic reversibility (12).

The thermo-

dynamic analysis that follows is a Clausius-Clapyron arguement
first proposed by Gorter and Cas~ir in 1934 (13).
The critical field is strongly temperature dependent,
and the temperature dependence is given to within a few
percent by:
H c:. = "' 0

where

(

I -

T~ I , : )

(2)

H0 is the critical field at absolute zero.
T is the absolute temperature.
Tc is the transition temperature in zero field
(critical temperature.)

The curve obtained by plotting Hc(T) is called the critical
field curve and represents the locus of points for which the
normal and superconducting phases are in equilibrium.

For

situations in which the applied field is generated by an
external current distribution, the appropriate thermodynamic
potential is the magnetic Gibbs function defined by:
G

=

U -

"Mt\-.. -TS

(3)
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where

G is the Gibbs free energy.

u

is the iatenal energy.

v is the voluse of the s. .ple.
M is the •agaetizatioa of the s ..ple.

s

is the eatropy.

The differeatial for. is givea by:
clG

=

c:l.U -'\/Mc1.H,- V HQ.c:LM- Tci.S- S ct..T

(4)

The first law of ther.odya..ics for this situatioa caa be
written:
ct q = T cl.S

= d. U -

V Ho..cl 11

(5)

This expressioa of the first law of ther.odya..ics caa be used
to

s~plify

the differeatial of the Gibbs fuactioa:
d.Q

=

-VI"\ clHa. - S cLT

(6)

It has beea assu.ed that the processes involved ia the traasitioa have produced ao irreversible eaergy chaages.

Were this

aot the case, equatioa (5) could aot have bee• used to

s~plify

equatioa (4), siace TdS is equal to dQ only for reversible
processes.
Two useful results . .y be obtaiaed froa equation
(6).

Coasideriag G to be a fuactiea of Ha aad T, dG caa be

writtea:
(7)

Ideatificatioa of the coefficieats of the differeatials ia
equatioa (6) with the correapeadiag partial derivatives ia (7)

6

leads to:
(8)

The first relation is important as it stands, since it enables
one to compute the entropy of a superconductor as a function
of temperature if the temperature dependence of the Gibbs
function is known.

The second relation can be integrated with

respect to applied field, Ha, to get:
G 5 ( HQ.) -

G 1\( o) :. - V J 0

Ho.

M(Ho..) ~ HQ,.

(9)

where the s and n subscripts refer to the superconducting and
normal phases respectively, in the remainder of this work.
Along the critical field curve, the two phases are in equilibrium; therefore, the Gibbs function of the two phases must be
equal:
(10)
However, the Gibbs function for the normal state depends very
little on the applied field.

The Gibbs function of the normal

state in applied field He is therefore equal to the Gibbs
function of the normal state in zero field:
G Y\ {He)

= ~"' (o)

(11)

The difference in Gibbs free energy between the normal and the
superconducting states in zero field is obtained by substituting
(11) and (10) into (9) to get:
(12)

7

This result can be simplified by inserting the expression for
M in terms of Ha and carrying out the integration.
relation between B, M, and Ha is given by

(14)

The

:
(13)

If B vanishes in the interior of a superconductor body, the
body is behaving as a perfect diamagnet, and the magnetization
is given in terms of Ha by:
(14)

M=- Ho../'-1'1'\

When this expression for M is inserted in (12) and the
integration performed, the resulting expression for the Gibbs
free energy difference between the normal and superconducting
states in zero field is:
(15)

Below Tc, the superconducting state is the stable state in
zero field.

The situation in type II materials is a bit

different, but the transition is reversible in principle and
can be treated in the same way

(15) '(16)

The properties of a bulk type II superconductor can be
expressed by:
E=o
e:-::::o

:r -=
where

I{

E"

S=-o

~f

H,<.Hc,

e =s Ctta.)
e ': : 1\o..

;f

\-\ c:., ~ Ho.. <

If

Ho.. ">

TYPE II
\-\c:a..

H~""L

Hcl is called the lower critical field.
Hc2 is called the upper critical field.

(16)

8
-------·--

H n CRITICAL FIELD
c

------·--

n

·--'--------- ---------APPLIED FIELD Ha

MAGNETIZATION OF A TYPE I SUPZRCONDUCTOR

--------------·----.
THERHODYNPJ1IC CRITICAL

FIELD
He

t

1..0\VER CRITICAL

CRITICAL

FIELD

FIELD

Hcl

Hc2

I
APPLIED
M..A.GNETIZATIO~ OF A

I
FIELD

Ha

TYPE II SUPERCOi·;DUCTOR

FIGURE 1. Magnetization of type I and II

sup~rconductor3
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The first figure shows magnetization curves for type I
and type II superconductors.

An arguement identical to that

presented for a type I superconductor can be followed for a
type II material giving an expression for the Gibbs free
energy difference in zero field identical in form to equation
(12).

The only modification required is that the upper

limit of integration in equation (12) be replaced by Hc 2 :
(17)
In fact, the thermodynamic critical field, Hc , is defined for
a type II superconductor by combining equations (17) and (15)
to get:
(18)

Having obtained the free energy difference between the
normal and superconducting states in zero field, the entropy
difference can be computed using equation (8).

Differentiating

equation (15) with respect to temperature and then changing
signs gives:
(19)

The derivative (dH /dT) is always negative, so the entropy
c

of the normal state is always higher than the entropy of the
superconducting state.

The latent heat, L, of the transition

is obtained by definition from the product of the entropy
change and the temperature:
L.

~ .,- (

s"- s,) = -

(T~;Tc:~sl~)

(20)

10

If so desired, the heat capacity may be obtained by further
differentiating equation (19) and multiplying the result by
the temperature.

In this way the heat capacity is found to

be different for the two states.
The way in which the transition occurs is of some interest.

As the external field is increased, the entropy of

a superconducting body does not increase, and no latent heat
is absorbed.

When the applied field reaches the critical

field, magnetic flux begins to penetrate a body and destroy
superconductivity.

If the field is held exactly at Hc ,

the relative proportions of the normal and superconducting
phases present do not change with
in equilibrium.

t~e,

since the phases are

If energy is slowly supplied to the sample,

the normal regions will grow at the expense of the superconducting regions until the transition is driven to completion,
and the latent heat is absorbed.

This process is analogous to

the melting of ice at constant temperature and pressure.
If the transition occurs over a range of applied fields,
as with a type II material or an ellipsoidal sample of type I
material, the situation is slightly different.

The transition

is driven to completion by slowly increasing the applied
field.

An adiabatically mounted sample cools as the field

is increased, because the latent heat of transition is taken
from the internal energy of the lattice.

To maintain iso-

thermal conditions, energy must be supplied from an external

11

source.
Transitions to the normal state in a constant applied
field or at a constant temperature are related by the fourth
Maxwell thermodynamic relation (lJ) :
(21)

If the temperature dependence of the magnetization at a
given applied field is known, the entropy can be computed as
a function of applied field for an isothermal transition at
that temperature.

C.

PHENOMENOLOGICAL THEORIES OF SUPERCONDUCTIVITY
F. and H. London proposed that two additional equations

be added to Maxwell's equations to describe electromagnetic
behavior in superconducting materials (lS)

The London equat-

ions are:
2..

'tn'>.L.
c~

where

V X :f

+

H

=0

(22)

H is the magnetic field at a point.
J is the current density at a point.

E is the electric field at a point.
~,_is

the London penetration depth.

The London penetration depth is given by:

"L.

where

-

'f\'\

"/1f

c.:l..

ne ,_

(23)

m is the mass of an electron.
n is the number density of conduction electrons.
e is the charge of an electron.

12

The London approach is strictly local, i.e., the
current at a point is determined by the field at that point.
If a wave function,

~

, is written for the superconducting

electrons, it can be proven that the London equations result
if

~

(12)

is unaffected by the application of a magnetic field
Pippard proposed that the order parameter* is not

rigid, but changes slowly over a characteristic length known
as the coherence length ~

(l 9).

In 1953, Pippard proposed

that the electromagnetic response of a superconductor in an
applied field is given by (l9):
-

J (Y.) -::: -

where

a vo..e.....

t

"11\\.~ J

~ ("Y: ·A) el(e ( -'l"' I .t)

'("' ..

tJ..s'("

(24)

J(r) is the current density at position r.
r is the position vector of the point under
consideration.
A is the vector potential of the applied field.
~

is the coherence length of the actual material.

\o is the coherence length of the pure, unstrained
material.
The quantity
according to:

~

depends on the electronic mean free path, 1,

-Jl'

(25)

Equation (24) states that the current density at a point r
depends on the magnetic field at all points within a distance
*The order parameter is a quantity from which the superconducting charge carrier density can be determined.
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to£ that point.

The coherence length may be thought of as the

distance to which order extends in the bulk material.

Figure

(2), page 20, depicts the phase boundary between a normal and
superconducting region.

The local field in the normal region

is Ha and drops to zero in the superconductor.

The order

parameter is zero in the normal region and increases to its
fully ordered value in the superconductor.

The magnetic

boundary, M, is defined so that if the local field were He
up to M and zero thereafter, the magnetic energy of the
boundary would be the same as the value obtained by integrating BH8 /81T over the superconductor.

The configuration

boundary, C, is defined so that were the order parameter to
maintain its fully ordered value up to C and than vanish, the
free energy of the superconductor would be the same as the
actual amount.

The Gibbs free energy in the superconducting

state is lower by an amount
has been raised by an amount

2

VHc/8~

e-M

, so the system energy
2

times Hc/81{ .

The surface

energy parameter, A , is given by:
(26)

The criterion for stability of the Meissner state up to He is:
(27)

The sign of the interphase surface free energy may be negative
if f\ is greater than t, , in which case the Meissner state is
not stable up to He, and the material in question exhibits

14
type II behavior.
The Ginzburg-Landau equations are a pair of coupled,nonlinear, partial differential equations which describe the
penetration of a magnetic field into a superconductor and the
spatial variation of the order parameter that results.

The

Ginzburg-Landau equations were derived originally on the basis
of physical intuition, but Gor'kov has shown that the G-L
equations can be derived from the microscopic BCS theory
under appropriate conditions {20).

In the G-L theory, the

order parameter, 'f' , is normalized such that:
(28)

where ns is the density of superconducting charge carriers.
The order parameter is an effective wave function for the
superconducting charge carriers, or more correctly for the
centers of mass of the Cooper pairs.

Near the transition

temperature, T , the Gibbs free energy of a superconductor can
c
be expanded in powers of \ 't' I:~.. • Thus near Tc the free energy
in the absence of applied magnetic fields is given by:
(29)

When the Gibbs function is minimized with respect to \ ~ \ 1

,

two results are obtained:
~

\ 'fl 0

\ ;.'L. -::. -

~

G5 (o)- ~(o) ~ - ..5..
~(d

(30)

where I 'f'ol~ is the zero field equilibrium value of n s .
The temperature variation of \~.l~and He can be determined

15
if the temperature dependence of

~and ~

is known.

In the

presence of an external applied field, the Gibbs free energy
is increased by a volume
with a gradient of

~

.

2

termHa/8~

and a tern associated

The Gibbs free energy of a supercon-

ductor must be invariant under a gauge transformation.

The

additional term must be chosen so that the Gibbs function
will not depend on the gauge chosen for the vector potential,
A.

Such a term would be:
(31)

The expansion for the free energy in an applied field near Tc
is given by:
(32)

The Gibbs function must now be minimized with respect
and A(r).

to~(r)

The Gibbs function for a superconducting body is

given by:
(33}

Taking a variation of G with respect to A(r) and
integrating by parts leads to:
6l:>

+

=S

cl3'('

t

f:, '#'*

l oC'f' + ,s \ '#'\.,.+ -i; (.-t""~ -~A '1')'2..~ + c.c.1

~A

(34}

c.. c.]}

The equilibrium state is obtained by setting
Since

(r) and

(21)

5 aar SA.· t ~ vxs - ~ l '1'*(:-t.:" v- ~)'II+
zero.

~

~ll

equal to

and 6'1' are independent variations, one imme-

diately obtains:
ol'l'

+ 16 \ ~ \~V' +

;W\ (-~i1v- ~)..,._'I'-=-

o

(35)

15
if the temperature dependence of

~and ~

is known.

In the

presence of an external applied field, the Gibbs free energy
2

is increased by a volume termHa/Sn and a tern associated
with a gradient of

~

.

The Gibbs free energy of a supercon-

ductor must be invariant under a gauge transformation.

The

additional term must be chosen so that the Gibbs function
will not depend on the gauge chosen for the vector potential,
A.

Such a term would be:
(31)

The expansion for the free energy in an applied field near Tc
is given by:
(32)

The Gibbs function must now be minimized with respect
and A(r).

to~(r)

The Gibbs function for a superconducting body is

given by:
(33)

Taking a variation of G with respect to A(r) and
integrating by parts leads to:
6 ..b
+

= 5 c1.a'(" t

r:, 'f* (

ol'f'

+ ,s \ 'f'\"l..+ -i; (-l'kv -1tA ¥-)"1.1j + c.c.1

~A

( 34)

c.. c.)}

The equilibrium state is obtained by setting
Since

(r) and

(21)

5 ~"'SA· t ~'Q"s- ~ \. '1'•(:-i:\iv-~) '11 +
zero.

~

~ll

equal to

and 6 'f' are independent variations, one imme-

diately obtains:
a(."'

+ li \ 'P \~If +

;W\ (-~"tt v- 'rf)A. 'I':.

0

(35)
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Using Ampere's law to replace
"T

..., -=- -

e-\; (
~

.,.._

'r v

~

-

Q>'~by ~-:r,
-

l.f

2.

'I' 'J 'fl '*)- ~

one also obtains:
(36)

'f,..'f"A

Equations (35) and (36) are the Ginzburg-Landau equations.
In the Ginzburg-Landau theory, any material is characterized
by the coherence length and the penetration depth.

These

material parameters are temperature dependent, and near Tc
the temperature dependence is given by:

where

*

t\(T)

=

~(T)

=t

i\L(o) (

~~T)~

(37)

l.,-::;. )Ja.

~(o)

",_<o) is the London penetration depth at absolute
zero.
~(~is

The ratio of

~

to

the coherence length at absolute zero.
~

is temperature independent near Tc and is

called the Ginzburg-Landau parameter, K:
K

-= ?\ (i)

~(T)

(38)

While it was remarked earlier that the surface Gibbs free
energy could be negative if

~

') \ , and the material would

exhibit type II behavior, the exact separation occurs when K
has a value

oft/~·

It can be shown that the surface Gibbs

free energy vanishes for K equal to 1/~ (Zl) .
If magnetic flux links a superconducting region, such
as occurs in a multiply connected superconductor cooled in an
external field or in the vortex cores that penetrate a type II
material above Bel• the order parameter must be single valued
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with respect to circulation about the hole or core.

This

leads to a quantization of the flux linking the hole or core.
The quantum of magnetic flux is given by:
(39)

The critical field near Tc is given by:
H c.(T) =

09

(40)

a ~ ..ra ~ <-r) i;<1)
Equations (40) and (38) permit evaluation of K from a measure-

ment of Hc(T) and

(T).

There are other, more practical ways

to determine K, but discussion will be deferred.
D.

THE INTERMEDIATE STATE
Due to equivalent surface currents produced by the mag-

netization of a body, the field within the body is different
from the field that would exist in free space at the same
location.

This difference is called the demagnetizing field,

and for an arbitrary shape, may be quite complicated.

The

demagnetizing field within an ellipsoid of revolution in a
uniform external field is uniform, and depends only on the
susceptibility, orientation, and eccentricity of the ellipsoid.
In general, there is a tensor relation between the external
field and the internal field ( 22 ):
HQ.,

where

= +le.~ -If~

¥.

Y\

~~""''(H)

(41)

H . is the ~th "component of the field, H8 •
a c.
H . is the ;_ th component of the external field, H •
e c.
e
M. (H) is the bth component of the magnetization, M

.
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Y\\i

is the ;. ,
tensor n.

~

th element of the demagnetization

For the case of an ellipsoid oriented parallel to the external field, the demagnetizing field is parallel to the
s~plifies

external field, and the tensor equation (41)

to:
(42)

where

He is the external applied field.
H is the internal field.
a

N is the demagnetizing coefficient in the axial
direction.
The magnetization of an ellipsoid in an external field has
been thoroughly discussed elsewhere, and the values of N have
been tabulated for different eccentricities

<23 >.

Consider-

ing a superconducting ellipsoid in field H , equation (14) may
e

be used to

s~plify

equation (42) for fields less than Hc 1 :

\-\ o.. :

~e.

(43)

_...-\---=='N--

The internal field is therefore greater than the external
applied field in a superconducting ellipsoid.

Consider an

ellipsoidal type I superconductor in the applied field range:
(44)
At an external applied field (1-N)H , the internal field is
c

equal to the bulk critical field, and the purely superconducting state is no longer energetically favored.

No single large

portion of the sample can become normal, since it would be in
a field less than the bulk critical field.

Landau proposed a
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laminar structure of normal and superconducting regions for
an ellipsoidal superconductor in this applied field range,
and numerous workers have subsequently observed a laminar
structure for the intermediate state directly

<24>. The

laminar structures actually observed have corrugated boundaries and are convoluted to some extent.

A curious fact is

that the exact structure of the intermediate state is
fundamentally different, depending upon whether it is entered
from the normal or superconducting state

( 25)(26)

No present model adequately accounts for all the details
of the intermediate state.

However, if one assumes that the

internal field H is equal to H in the intermediate state,
a
c
and that the induction B is equal to H in the normal regions,
c

the magnetization curve of an ellipsoidal superconductor can
be obtained easily.

These assumptions are quite plausible,

and measured magnetization curves agree well with prediction.
Assuming a plane, Laminar structure parallel to the field as
shown in figure (3), the fraction of the material in the
superconducting state is given by:
)(:.

where

ds
ci s + c:l""'

(45)

x is the superconducting fraction.
d

s

is the width of the superconducting laminae.

d is the width of the normal laminae.
n
The exact values of d and d will depend on the magnitude of

s

n
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the interphase surface energyA .

The average induction

B is givell by:
B

= (1-X)H~

(46)

Substitutiag this expressioa for B, aad He for Ha, iato
equation (13) leads to:
(47)
To obtain aa expression for x ia teras of He, equatioa (47)
is substituted into equation (42), along with Hc for Ha , to
get:
)( -

H c;- \-\e.
NHc

(48)

The aagaetizatioa of aa ellipsoidal type I supercoaductor as
a fuactioa of exteraal applied field can be su..ed up as:
t\e

(49)

if

\- N

He.'> (•-~)He

The observed curves do aot exactly follow (49), but figure
(10), page 63, shows how closely a typical type I supercoaductor obeys the predictioa.

The powder patteras of the field

distributioa ia the gap betweea two supercoaductiag tia
heaispheres iadicates that the iaductioa aay aot really be
uaifor. oa a aacroscopic scale

(26)

•

This could accouat for

deviatioas froa the ideal aagaetizatioa curve.

The supercoa-

ductor divides itself to seek the state of lowest free eaergy,
aad whea the exteraal field field distributioa, the iaterphase
bouadary eaergy, aad the free eaergy coatributioa at the
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surface of the ellipsoid are taken into account, it seems
plausible that a slightly non-uniform internal field distribution may lead to the state of lowest free energy.
The increment of heat absorbed by a superconductor in
the intermediate state is given by:
AO.-=

where

A

l:l.Q A X
6.X

-r ~
6T

61-+

A9..
il.A.

(51)

6A

Q is the incremental heat aba•rb&d per unit
volume.

6 A

is the incremental boundary area change per
unit volume.

AT is the incremental temperature change.

Ax is the amount by which the superconducting
fraction changes.
The ratio of A.Q to ox is the negative of the latent heat,
since increasing x results in the rejection of heat.

The

ratio of AQ to .AT is the heat capacity in constant field.
ratio of 6Q to AA is the surface energy parameter.

The

The extrin-

sic variables subject to control are external field and
temperature, while A must be regarded as determined by field,
temperature, and composition.

In an isothermal transition, Q,

the heat required to maintain isothermal conditions, is
obtained by integrating (51) with respect to He:
q-= N~c. ~\\e- (1-~)t\~ + A S~c

(\-,..)lie

-fac

c:Uie

(52)

The ratio of Q to L and of B to Ha are given as functions of

He

using equations (52) and (46):
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~ (He) =

toltfc. l(r.a-\)\·k+

~o. (He.) -::

lot;) +

6

"J~e)

(53)

~He l(N-l )He."" HJ

The ratio of Q/L to B/H8 is given by:
(q_/L)/ (B/Ha.) =

l +-

't ~ (N-~)~:-"'J A(He)

(54)

Figure (4) shows the expected behavior of Q/L versus B/Ha for
a positive surface energy.

The second term in (54) must

vanish at the endpoints of the transition.
E.

MIXED STATE

The mixed state exists in the absence of the geometric
considerations which lead to the intermediate state.
interphase boundary energy is negative for

~

The

> \/~ and the

state of lowest free energy is attained when a material has
divided itself into normal and superconducting regions on the
finest scale possible.

Ultimately, the quantization of flux

limits this process of subdivision.
1.

GOODMAN'S MODEL

Goodman treats the mixes state as alternate laminae of
normal and superconducting material ( 2 l)(9) • The situation
is similar to that depicted in figure (3), page 20, and the
same nomenclature will be used here.
extremely thin
is H8

•

(do~ ot~ ) ,

The normal laminae are

and the field in the normal regions

The penetration of the field into the superconducting

laminae is significant, and the London equations (22) are
assumed to hold.

The solution to London's equations has been
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worked out elsewhere for the case of an infinite plane slab
in a uniform parallel applied field (26).
a slab of thickness d

The magnetization of

is given by:

s

-'"in\"\~-: Ha. ( \ - ~f!)

where

p is the ratio of d 8 to a

(55)
'ii\

•

The magnetization of a material divided into normal and superconducting laminae is then given by:
-

'i~t"\ =

'"'o.l \- "f"t>)

(56)

The free energy of the material can be constructed by adding
a term due to penetration of the field into the superconducting
laminae and a term due to the interphase surface free energy
to equation (9) to get:
G ( H o.)

where

- G s ( o) =

:! t

\1

I - X( l -

t - 'n

1

11

¥

( \-

e)

(57)

h is the reduced field H8 /Hc.
q is the ratio of a-}. to 1\ •

The parameter q is closely related to 1/K of the G-L theory.
Min~izing

the free energy with respect to p and h

leads to two transition fields.
h'= ~

h

II

+

(

\ II ~ )

l-"'

_..

1 -\ '-II

~

n

_

-

(58)

Cb

Below h' (analogous to Hc 1), the superconducting state is
stable, and one finds x•l and p•

oo.

Above h" (analogous to

Hcz) , the normal state is stable with x• o and p• o •

For

fields between h'and h", the laminar structure is stable, with
p and x being determined from:
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(59)
The first condition tmplies that the normal laminae are of
negligible thickness throughout the transition, and that the
magnetization changes by virtue of changes in ds.

The

second condition determines the equilibrium value of ds for a
given value of h.

The free energy and equilibrium magnetiza-

tion can be calculated knowing ds(h).

Using (59) and (57),

the free energy change upon applying field H4 is given by:
'a.
G s ( o) = ~
,1'\ -'-~

G ( ~ a.) -

r

(60)

The entropy change is obtained using relation (8) as:

s ( t\a.)-

s,.(o)

An expression for

= - '\~!. ~" ~ r ~lf

(61)

dp/dT is obtained by differentiating (59)

with respect to T to get:
U

olT

-

p

S,H c.

~:a..p ~f

H!:

.l"'c.
cL"T

(

62

)

Substituting (62) into (61) and multiplying by T leads to:
~

=-

V"T

He. cl'-'c. ~
-;r=r p

"t~

(63)

Using equation (20) for L, the ratio of Q to L is obtained
from (63) as:
Q - ~
-c-r

(64)

The induction B is obtained from (13) and (56) with x equal
to unity:
B:. Hca. (

~¥)

(65)

The ratio of Q/L to B/Ha is therefore given by:
(Q/ L.)/(~/"'o,.):.

(66)
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The value of tanh p is approxiaately equal to p for s•all
values of p, and uaity for large values of p.

For the

begiaaiag of the transition, p is very large, so the initial
slope of the B/H versus Q/L curve should be q.

Figure (5)

shows the behavior expected for q•.JS aad h"•2, which correspoads to Pb-5%Tl at 1.82°.

A discussioa of the preceeding

derivatioa is also fouad ia the research proposal which lead
to the fuadiag of this work

2.

<27) •

VORTEX MODEL
The structure of the vortex phase was first deduced by

Abrikosov ia 1957.

The aagaetic field penetrates a type II

superconductor ia the for. of quaatized supercurreat vortices.
Each vortex iateracts with other vertices repulsively, leading
to the foraatioa of a periodic, two-dt.easioaal arraage.eat
of the vortices ia the plaae aor.al to the directioa of the
field.

Each vortex coasists of a core surrouaded by circula-

tiag supercurreats which shield the bulk aaterial fro. the
aagaetic field ia the core.

The core has a radius approxt.ately

equal to the cohereace leagth, aad the . .terial at the axis
of the core is aoraal.

The screeaiag curreats which circulate

about the core follow the coatours of the order paraaeter,
aad have appreciable aagaitude up to about a peaetratioa depth
froa the axis of the core.

The order par. .eter aust be siagle

valued with respect to circulatioa about a core, so the total
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flux linking the core must be equal to

~o,

the flux quantum.

A vortex may be pinned by structural defects or inhomogeneities, so that irreversible work must be done to magnetize a
body containing such imperfections.
The solution to the G-L equations which predicts the
properties and structure of the vortex state bas been obtained and reported elsewhere, and only the pertinent results
will be mentioned here (S)( 21

>.

The induction in the bulk

material must be given by:
(67)

where

n is the number of vortices per unit area.
¢ois the flux quantum, 2.07xlo- 7 gauss/cm 2 .

The upper transition field is related to the thermodynamic
critical field by:
He-,.

=~

K.

He.

(68)

This relation also serves to deter.mine K when Hc and Hc 2 are
obtained from the equilibrium magnetization curve.

The lower

transition field is given for large values of K by:
H c.•

= "~~~ ( "-- ~

+

o. o,,)

(69)

The transition.to the normal state is of the second order,
and the magnetization varies linearly with applied field near
Hc 2 .

The magnetization near Hc 2 is given by:
\:\•,.- H..,
\. \C.la.K."--1)

(70)

The slope of the magnetization curve at Hc 2 can be used to
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determine K by the preceeding relation.

The value of K can

not be deterained fre. (69), since H is extreaely sensitive
cl
to structural flaws. The interaction potential between twe
vortex lines ar r 1 , aad r 2 is givea by:
v 1"2. -- ..t:_
K
'STT::t "'>12..
o

where

(''t"·-n
\)
C\

(71)

K0 is the Bessel functien that vanishes exponentially fer large values of its argueaeat.

This is precisely the interactioa which leads te the foraatien
of a lattice of lines.

The raage of this potential is

apprexiaately equal to the penetration depth.

As was poiated

out earlier, enly a lattice pesessiag six fold sy.aetry is
dyn. .ically stable, and such a structure has actually been
observed im aeutren diffractiea experiaents

<28 ) • The tri-

angular lattice in a streng field aad the structure ef a flux
line is shewa in figure (6).
The calculatien ef the

the~edynaaic

properties of a

lattice of vertices falls inte three distiact field regiaes:
(72)

The staplest case to aaalyze is the latter, for which the
aagnetizatien is givea by equatiea (70).

Substituting (70)

into (9) leads to:
(73)
The eatrepy differeace is ebtaiaed by substituting (73) into
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The entropy difference depends linearly on Hc 2-Ha near TC'.
If Q* is the heat which must be supplied

where K is constant.

per unit volume to maintain isothermal conditions while
increasing the applied field from Ha to Hc 2 , Q* is given by:
(75)
Equation (75) predicts that Q* will depend linearly on Hc 2-Ha
very near Hc 2 , and that a correction depending on the square
of Hc 2 -Ha becomes important as Hc 2-Ha increases.
In the intermediate field range, A. L. Fetter has
derived useful expressions for the free energy and induction
of an extreme type II superconductor ( 8 )

In the intermediate

field range, the flux lines interact appreciably, and the
interaction energy contributes to the free energy.

Fetter

evaluates the interaction energy by the use of lattice sums
over the two-dfmensional, periodic configuration assumed by
the vortices.

His expression for the Gibbs free energy of a

triangular lattice is:
G {\\ca.)- GC\-\c,):.-

(\\'-"''')1..
W"R
-

~Hca.-Hc.,),S. { 1.- i'C~-"sU .._a
a~'R.2.)\'

l

~-

1

..., ...

(76)

The entropy difference is again obtained from equation {8),
and considering ~ and Hcl to be temperature dependent, the
entropy difference is given by:
(77)

AS=
(Ho..- \-\c,)«!o \

"- }t"'("a..-t\c.,) +

L•-r~}

(.- !L4)

1...
9$.
.tr
A close examination of the second and third terms on the right
-+

\Con<£)\..
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indicates that they are dimensionally compatible, and that
the third term will be several orders of magnitude larger
than the second.

The energy, Q, which must be supplied per

unit volume to increase the field isothermally from Hcl to Ha
is given by:
0

'

:.

H~-~c.1
LI-n:

/_T1I't\c.\) +
\

:T

(~a.- t\c.,)¢.._ S t..,. :i"(t\a.-~c,)

-o,_"7\::t 1\'3

~

f6 o

+

.

l

t_1 ~)

I "11'\j \:

(78)

..l.\

Equation (78) predicts that in the intermediate field range Q
depends linearly on Ha-Hcl' with a correction term of the
form ax ln bx.

Verification of (78) amounts to being able

to fit Q(H8 -Hc 1) with an expression of the form x + ax ln bx
reasonably well in the intermediate field range.
The theoretical situation near Hcl is far less clear.
When Hcl is exceeded, a large number of vortices nucleate at
the surface and begin to penetrate the interior of a body.
The exact dependence of B(H8 ) on H8 depends on the lattice
chosen (29).

The interactions between flux lines near Rcl are

weaker than their interactions with structural defects, so the
observed form of B(H ) is very sensitive to the presence of
a
crystalline imperfections. Moreover, the exact nature of the
transition to the mixed state is uncertain.

Goodman has

suggested that the specific heat discontinuity at Hcl is of
the

~

type for a bulk type II material, but has a finite value

in the presence of demagnetizing effects

(30)

.

DeSorbo and

Healy have demonstrated that the transition to the mixed state
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is not abrupt in bodies having finite demagnetizing factors,
but rather that a well defined phase boundary exists, and that
a structure not unlike the intermediate state is established
in the external applied field range (1-N) H 1< H < H
( 3 l)
c
e
cl

A question immediately arises as to how such a structure can
exist if the surface free energy is negative.

Such a structure

could result if the flux lines were pinned to any extent in
the bulk material.
Regardless of the exact form of B(Ha)' a prediction for
the behavior of Q/L as a function of B/H8 can be made assuming
that the flux lines interact negligibly.

The ratio of B to Ha

must always depend linearly on B in the limit of small B.
That is, B/H depends linearly on the number density of flux
a
lines near H01 . If the flux lines are non-interacting, each
flux line contributes the same "negative surface energy per
unit length", and the total negative surface energy is proportional to the density of flux lines.

B/H

The ideal Q is given by

tLmes L and the measured Q is equal to the ideal Q minus
'
the surface energy and any irreversible work done on the
a

sample.

Neglecting any irreversible work done magnetizing

the sample, the ratio of the measured Q to L is therefore
linearly dependent on the density of flux lines.

The conclus-

ion is that for small values of B, Q/L should depend linearly
on B/H .
a
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The predictions of this section are strictly valid only
for extreme type II materials, while the alloy studied had a
K on the order of unity.

The G-L equations can not be

solved, even when linearized, for low-K materials.

Apparent-

ly, efforts to obtain numerical solutions of the G-L equations
for small values of K have also met with failure.
exception was found in the literature.

A single

J. L. Harden and

v.

Arp applied numerical techniques to obtain the ratios Hc 1 /Hc
and Hc 2 /Hc as functions of K ( 32). There appears to be a
consensus among workers in the field that the nature of type II
superconductivity is not essentially different over the entire
domain K ~

\f~.

It is certainly worthwhile to interpret

results obtained on low-K alloys in the light of predictions
based on the solution of the linearized G-L equations for
large values of K.

There is certainly no shortage of

precedents for such a procedure.
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II EXPERIMENTAL METHOD
A.

INTRODUCTION
The experiment consisted basically of simultaneously

monitoring the magnetization and electrical energy supplied
to an adiabatically mounted sample during an isothermal
transition.

The experiment was performed using two different

techniques.

In one method a magnetization curve was first

obtained by the thermal pulse technique.

Then a constant

heating power was supplied electrically to the sample, and
isothermal conditions were maintained by manually increasing
the applied field so that diamagnetic cooling balanced the
applied heating.

The magnetization was determined as a

function of time from a recording of the solenoid current and
the magnetization curve.

The heat required to isothermally

magnetize the sample, Q, was determined from the applied
heating rate, the heat leak, and time elapsed.

The latent

heat, L, was taken to be the value of Q when the applied
field reached Hcz·
In the other method the applied field was increased at
a constant rate, and the heating power was manually adjusted
to maintain isothermal conditions.

The voltage induced in a

pickup coil surrounding the sample and the current supplied
to a heater wound on the sample were recorded simultaneously.
Magnetization was determined as a function of applied field
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by the flux integration technique, and Q was obtained by
integrating the heater power.

Data taken by these methods

were then reduced for comparison with theoretical predictions,
and a check was made to determine whether results obtained
by the different methods agreed.
The apparatus consisted of a cryostat, magnetization
calorimeter, and associated equipment.

The apparatus is

shown schematically in figure (7) with alternate arrangements
indicated.

The cryostat consisted of a pair of nested nitro-

gen and helium dewars, a manostat, manometer, gauges, and a
large vacuum pump.

The magnetization

calor~eter

consisted of

a brass can connected to an external vacuum system within which
the samples were suspended, adiabatically mounted in a pick
up coil.

A homogeneous magnetic field was supplied by a

corrected superconducting solenoid and current regulated
power supply.

The temperature was measured by a mercury mano-

meter and a \ watt carbon resistor attached to the sample.
Magnetization was measured by a ballistic galvanometer
connected to the pickup coil, or by recording the voltage
induced in the pickup coil as flux penetrated the sample.
The power supplied to the heater was monitored by measuring
or recording the voltage drop across a standard resistor in
series with the heater.

Each aspect of the exper~ent will

now be discussed in detail.
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B.

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENTS

The temperature of the sample was determined by measuring the resistance of a

~

watt Allen-Bradley carbon resistor

with a 33 cycle A. C. Wheatstone bridge.

The null detector

was a narrow band amplifier designed by Blake, Chase, and
Maxwell (33).

The output of the null detector was displayed on

an oscilloscope, and the sweep was triggered by the output
of the oscillator that drove the bridge.

The phase of the

null detector output shi.fted by 180° when the bridge passed
through balance, so it was possible to determine at a glance
whether the sample was hotter or colder than the bridge
setting.

It was possible to detect resistance changes of a

few tenths of an ohm near 40[, where a typical resistance
value was about 900 ohms, or a few ohms near 2~, where a
typical resistance value was about 6000 ohms.

This degrad-

ation of precision was due to stray capacitance which obscured
the null; however, the change in resistance with temperature
increases very rapidly as the temperature is lowered, so that
the ability to detect temperature changes was not degraded.
The temperature dependence of a carbon resistor can be
expressed by a two, three, or four parameter empirical
relation.

A simple two parameter empirical relation is

given by:
(79)
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A carbon resistor must be calibrated each tLme it is
in liquid helium.

~ersed

The resistors used in this experiment were

calibrated against the vapor pressure of the helium bath

4

using the 1958 He Scale of Temperature (34).

The vapor

pressure of the helium bath was measured to the nearest half
milltmeter of mercury with a mercury manometer.

A correction

was applied to account for the hydrostatic pressure at the
sample depth.

The temperature could be determined to within

a few millidegrees near 4.20[ and to the nearest hundredth
of a degree near

2~.

The resistor and an Evaaeha heater were securely attached to the sample with GE 7031 varnish thinned to a convenient
consistency with toluene.

This varnish not only provides a

firm mechanical bond, but also insures good thermal contact.
The plastic case was ground off all the resistors to reduce
the t~e required to respond to temperature changes.

A

resistor responded ~ediately when current was passed through
the heater.

An order of magnitude calculation was made to

estimate the max~ temperature differences within the sample
and the time required to establish a steady state temperature
distribution.

The heat equation with a volume generation

term to account for diamagnetic cooling was solved for an
infinite cylinder having the diameter equal to the minor axis
of the sample (35) .

The temperature at the surface was assumed
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to remain constant, and typical published values for the
thermal conductivity and heat capacity of lead and tin were
used in the calculations.

The results are summarized in

table I.

TABLE I
Maximum Temperature Differences and Relaxation Ttmes
Material

Temp.

Max. Temp. Diff.

Relaxation Time

Pb

4. 0'1<.

3.5

X

10- 7 OJ{

1.5

X

10- 5

sec.

Pb

2.00J<

4.5

X

10- 7 OJ<

3.2

X

10- 5

sec.

sn

3.5"1<.

8.8

X

10-lO OJ<

3.4

X

lo- 6

sec.

sn

2.00J(

1.5

X

10- 7 OJ<

1.6

X

lo- 5

sec.

On the basis of this calculation it appears that the
samples quickly established steady state conditions and that
temperature variations within the samples were not large.
The limiting factor encountered in the effort to maintain
isothermal conditions was the ability of the operator to
respond to temperature changes.

It is believed that isothermal

conditions were maintained to within O.OOlDK during the better
runs.
C.

TEMPERATURE REGULATION

The desired temperature was achieved by pumping on the
helium bath with a 35 c.f.m. vacuum pump.

The vapor pressure

of the bath could be read on two gauges and a mercury manometer.
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A CVC gauge covered the raage froa 0 to 700 torr, and a
Wallace-Tieraaa gauge covered the range fro. 0 to 400 torr.
The gauges were not coasisteat, aad were calibrated agaiast
the aaaa.eter.

It was fouad that the Wallace-Tieraaa gauge

agreed with the . .aoaeter as closely as could be read.
vapor pressure was regulated by a •••ostat
described by M. M. Kreibaaa

s~ilar

The

to that

<36). The perfor.aace of this

staple diaphrag. regulator surpassed all expectatioas.

Oa

one occasion, the vapor pressure re.aiaed constant at 730
torr for a period of aiae hours.

Whea the pilot •odel was

set at 20oK, Kreit.aa observed ao pressure drift with aa oil
•aaaaeter haviag aa observatioaal liait of .01 torr

<36).

It

is believed that the bath teaperature drifted ao •ore than a
few aillidegrees per hour whea the •aaostat was working
properly.
D.

MAGNETIZATION MEASUREMENTS
The constructioa details of the . .gaetizatioa calori-

•eter are ahowa ia figure (8).

The sa•ples were •ouated with

plastic spacers ia a pickup coil coasiatiag of about 104
turns of 133 copper wire wouad oa a brass fora 2.5" ia leagth
by 0.75" outer di..eter.

Ia the theraal pulse •ethod, a

curreat of about 100 •illi..peres was suddealy seat through
the heater wiadiags.

Siace the heater resistaace was about

100 ohas, electrical eaergy was dissipated ia the heater
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KEY TO FIGURE 8 •

A.

Thin wall stainless steel tube (0.5" x 0.010'')

B.

Electrical leads

C.

Copper thermal ground post

D.

Cadmium-bismuth solder joint

E.

Superconducting solenoid (Corrected to produce lt
field homogeneity over a region 3.8" in length)

F.

Nylon supporting cord

G.

Ellipsoidal superconducting sample

H.

Evanohm heater (0.005" wire, 12 ohms per foot)

I.

Pickup coil (104 turns 133 copper wire on brass form
2.5"

X

•

75")

J.

Allen-Bradley% watt carbon resistor (

K.

Brass coil form and retaining ring

L.

Plastic spacer

M.

Solenoid retainer plate

56 ohms@

300~)
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FIGURE 8.

Magnetization calorimeter
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at the rate of one joule per second.

A calculation for lead

based on heat capacity data reported by Clement and Quinnell
shows that the sample should be driven normal in about three
quarters of a second (37).

The pickup coil was connected

to a Leeds-Northrup model 2285 ballistic galvanometer.

The

deflection of the ballistic galvanometer when the sample is
driven normal is proportional to the change in magnetization
of the sample, provided the change occurs in a time short
compared to the galvanometer period.

The period of the

galvanometer used in this work was about fifteen seconds, so
the

t~e

criterion was satisfied.

The galvanometer was

calibrated by assuming a complete Meissner effect in applied
fields less than (1-N} Hcl·
In the flux integration technique, the sample was
driven through the transition by increasing the applied field
at a constant rate under isothermal conditions.

The voltage

induced in the pickup coil was recorded on a Sargent model
SRL chart recorder.

The voltage induced in the coil, V, was

due in part to the time rate of change of the applied field
and in part to the time rate of change of the magnetization
of the sample.

The effect due to the sample alone was

obtained by subtracting the voltage induced when the sample
was normal,

v,
n

from

v.

The total change in magnetization

during the transition is proportional to the area under the V-
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V curve in the applied field range (1-N) H to H . The
cl
c2
n
initial magnetization was calculated by assuming a complete
Meissner effect for applied fields less than (1-N) Hcl"

The

magnetization for an applied field greater than (1-N) Hcl was
then determined by measuring the area under v-v
Hcl to He with a plaaiaeter.
obtained for Pb-4at%Tl at

n

from (1-N)

A magnetization curve was

4.19~

using both methods, and the

agreement was excellent.
F.

MAGNETIC FIELD GENERATION

A superconducting solenoid corrected for end effects
slipped over the calorimeter to provide a homogeneous
magnetic field.

The calorimeter with the solenoid in place is

shown in plate (1).

The solenoid consisted of ten layers of

Supercon 0.010" copper clad niobium-zirconium wire wound on
a brass form 7.0" in length by 1.6" outer diameter.

Each

layer consisted of approximately 470 turns, with half the
turns left out of a section 2.7" long in the tenth layer
to correct for end effects.

The original intention had been

to design a sixth order solenoid according to a procedure
devised by Hopkins (3S).

The length was to have been six

inches, and the field was to have been homogeneous to within

±~

over the volume of the sample.

It proved impossible to

attain these goals, so a longer solenoid corrected to fourth
order was constructed.

The axial field for this solenoid was
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computed using the tables of Mapother and Snyder for solenoids
of finite thickness, and the field was uniform to+\% over
a region 11.2 em in length (51)
•

A shorted winding prevented immediate confirmation of
this result, but did not prevent operation of the solenoid
in the superconducting state.

Repeated temperature cycling

unshorted the windings, and the field homogeneity was measured
at room temperature using a Bell "120" gaussmeter with a longitudinal Ball probe.

The axial field was uniform to less than

+ .1% over a region 8 em in length and to less than±\% over
a region slightly less than 11 em in length.

It was also

ascertained that the samples (length 7.6cm) had been mounted
entirely within the region of+ .1% homogeneity during the
experiments.
The solenoid was calibrated against the critical field
curves of lead and tin.

The critical field curve of lead has

been precisely determined by Decker, Mapother, and Shaw, who
(40)
obtain a critical field polynomial
. The critical field
curve of tin has been precisely determined by Shaw, Mapother,
and Hopkins, who report raw data

(41)

.

The critical fields

were measured at several temperatures for the lead and tin
samples, and the results were used to determine the solenoid
constant from references (40) and (41).

The average of 10

values gives 320.30 gauss/ampere for the solenoid constant with
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a rms deviation of 1.95 gauss/ampere.
The solenoid current was supplied by a Harrison
Laboratories model 6224A regulated power supply, which can
be operated as a constant voltage or a constant current
source.

The maxfmum output current is about 3.7 amperes at

an output voltage of up to 18 volts.

The manufacturer claims

0.05% regulation in the constant current mode, but the actual
regulation was about 0.01% when operated from a constant
voltage transformer.

There were provisions for remote

operation, and since the panel controls were far too coarse
to be used in calorimetric runs, the output current was
remotely controlled by several 10 turn Helipot potentiometers.
Output current changes of less than 100 microamperes were
possible.
A constant rate of current increase was achieved by
using a low speed induction motor to drive a 10 turn potentiometer which controlled the output current.

A recording of

the output current was very linear, but the instantaneous
value of di/dt fluctuated considerably.

This problem was so

serious that the flux integration technique was nearly
abandoned.
techniques.

This difficulty was finally resolved by filtering
The output current was fed through a 32 stage

pi filter consisting of 4000 microfarad capacitors and twisted
connecting leads.

A 9000 microfarad capacitor was connected
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across the 10 turn potentiometer to smooth the control
voltage.

A recording of voltage induced in the secondary of

a mutual inductance connected to the power supply showed that
di/dt was constant with an acceptable noise level.
F.

CALORIMETRIC MEASUREMENTS

The

calor~etric

measurements performed in this work

consisted of monitoring the electric power dissipated in the
heater windings.

The heater consisted of about eight feet

of Evanohm #32 wire (12.5 ohms/foot) wound bifilar on the
sample as shown in plate (2) and attached to the surface with
GE 7031 varnish to provide good thermal contact.

The tem-

perature dependence of Evanohm wire has been studied by
Pandord, Lerner, and Daunt, who find that the resistivity
varies less than 0.71 from room temperature to absolute zero
(42)

The electrical leads going into the calorimeter were

made of Evanohm #32 wire to reduce unwanted heat conduction.
The leads were wrapped around a copper post in
contact with the bath and cemented down with GE 7031 varnish
to provide a thermal ground.

Niobium-zirconium wire was used

for the three inch leads from the thermal ground to the
heater during the tin runs, and Evanohm wire was used during
the lead and lead-thallium runs.

A correction was made for

heat generated in the leads between the sample and the thermal
ground.

No correction was necessary when superconducting
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performed in single crystal samples showed type II behavior
for several percent indium in tin with fairly reversible
transitions (46)

An effort to produce a single crystal

sample failed miserably since indium and tin segregate when
a melt is slowly cooled.

Homogeneity was achieved by quickly

freezing the melt, and slowly cooling the ingot to room
temperature.

An etch revealed grain sizes ranging from a

millimeter down.

It appeared that the indium had been

concentrated at the grain boundaries.
from the ingot.

An ellipsoid was made

An attempt was made to electropolish the

surface in a crude cell, but it proved impossible to establish
uniform polishing conditions.

The sample was then annealed

several days in vacuum at 210oc.

The surface waa etched one

final time, and the heater and resistor cemented in place.
Two of the samples prepared in this work were shown in plate 1.
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III RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A.

INTRODUCTION
The results obtained on type I materials will be

discussed first to establish the validity of the
procedure.

Calor~etric

exper~ental

and magnetic data for lead and tin

were generally quite plausible and seemed to verify the
validity of the procedure.

The positive surface energy

expected from theoretical considerations was not directly
detected, but calculations show that the effect would be
small.

The measured latent heats of transition agreed closely

with values deduced from the critical field curves reported
in references (40) and (41).

It appeared that the transitions

were sufficiently reversible to be analyzed thermodynamically
without correction.
The results obtained with Pb-4tTl were consistent
with the negative surface energy models of the mixed state.
The magnetization data taken were consistent with results
reported by other authors on the Pb·Tl system.

A peculiar

feature was noted in magnetic data taken after a careful
annealing, and a plausible explanation is offered.

The

magnetization data taken shows considerable irreversibility,
but the curves obtained were quite stailar to those reported
by other authors.

The calorimetric results are compared to

the predictions of chapter I and the experimental results of
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Otter.

The results obtained with Sn-6% In are described , but

the sample was too hysteretic to yield meaningful data.
B.

LEJ\D

Magnetic and

calor~etric

data were taken for lead

using both the thermal pulse method and the flux integration
method.

The magnetization curves obtained by both methods

agree closely with equation (49).
expanded transition at

4.18~

Figure {10} shows an

taken by both methods.

The

agreement between the methods is excellent, although the data
points are somewhat smoother with the flux integration method.
The magnetic data taken this way are also cea1iderably more
reproducible.

The inherent reproducibility of the ballistic

galvanometer was about 1%, while the data obtained from the
flux integration method were reproducible to within a few
tenths of a percent.

Magnetization curves at several temper-

atures are shown in figure (11).

A complete reverse trans-

ition was obtained only for 4.180K, but the reaaaeat
magnetization was measured for several temperatures.

The

remnant was about 3% of the max~ magnetization at 4.18~,
and appeared to remain constant with temperature.
The latent heat was measured at several temperatures
in the course of calorimetric measurements.

The latent heat

was calculated from equation (20) and the critical field curve
reported in reference (40).

The measured values are compared
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with the calculated values ia table III.
TABLE III
Lateat Heat of Lead per Uait Voluae
Teal!.

L (•eaa.}

L (re£.40)

t Diff.

2.04~

6,860 erg

6,939 erg

-1.111

3.010[{

14,090 erg

14,280 erg

-1.33't

3.08"K

14,650 erg

14,770 erg

-0.8lt

3.510J.<

18,630 erg

18,450 erg

+0. 98t

4.05"K

22,480 erg

22,730 erg

-1.101.

4.180J<

23,740 erg

23,680 erg

+0.251.

4.680f<.

27,240 erg

26,840 erg

+2.111.

The agreeaeat is fairly good over the eatire teaperature
raage.

The large error at 4.680K . .y be eatirely due to a

large teaperature uacertaiaty.

Two poiata oa the reaiataace

versus teaperature curve below 4.2~ were used to evaluate
a aad b ia equatioa (79), which waa thea uaed to fiad the
teaperature froa the reaiataace.

There ..y be aa error of

up to several huadredths of a degree ia the t~perature,
which could accouat for the aa.-oloualy high lateat heat at
this teaperature.

A tread to aeaative differeacea with

decreasing teaperature ia readily appareat.

This aay reflect

the stroag teaperature depeadeace of aagaetic hysteresis ia
lead which was observed by shaw aad Mapether ( 4 7>• The
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latent heat of the lead transition was measured by Dolecek
using a pulsed magnetic field <48 >.

His results agree well

with the results reported in this work, although his data are
considerably more scattered.
The

calor~etric

data taken fails to show a positive

surface energy as was expected.

Within the

exper~ental

error, there was no significant deviation from ideal behavior.
Figure (12) shows Q/L versus B/Ha for lead at several temperatures.

The possibility that irreversible magnetic work

or eddy current heating in the normal portions of the sample
were obscuring the surface energy was considered.

This seems

unlikely since the measured latent heats were in good agreement with the thermodynamically deduced values.

Moreover,

there were no systematic deviations above or below the ideal
line at either end of the transition.

The most reasonable

explanation seems to be that the surface energy is too small
to be detected by this method.

Lock obtains a value of

2.5 x 10-6 em for the surface energy parameter of lead at

4.24~

from thin

fi~

studies <49)

R. B. Goldner established

an upper limit to the surface energy parameter by studying
the domain widths in a transverse lead cylinder in the
5
i n t ermediate state ( 62) • His value is 1.2 x 10- at 4.220K
but this represents an upper l~it and is therefore not
inconsistent with Lock's result.

The wall energy at 4 · 2 ~
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could not be larger than 0.139 erg/cm 2 , and would be equal to
0.029 erg/em
parameter.
2

X

2

using Lock's value for the surface energy

The latent heat of transition is on the order of

10 4 erg/cm 2 at this temperature, so even as much as 1000

em 2 of boundary area per cm3 would amount to only \% of the

A realistic estimate of the total boundary area

latent heat.

per unit volume based on the work of Kuper would be from 10
to 100 cm 2 (Sl).

Since the scatter in the calorimetric data

reported in figure (12) is a few percent, it seems reasonable
to conclude that the surface energy in lead is simply too
small to be detected directly by this method.
It seems that any calorimetric experiment designed to
detect the surface energy in lead is doomed to failure unless
precisions on the order of one part in 104 can be achieved.
The values of

A

reported in references (49) and (50) were

obtained indirectly from observation of the domain structure
in the intermediate state (50) and magnetic field penetration
studies (49).

The reasonably small scatter of the calorimetric

data and the good agreement between the measured and calculated
latent heats confirm the validity of the experimental procedure.

Since the temperature dependence of He for Pb-4tTl

is not known

'

the latent heat can not be calculated.

The

good agreement obtained with lead increases the confidence
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level which can be assigned to the measured values of the
latent heat of the alloy.

Likewise, the fact that a material

with a small positive surface energy was indistinguishable
from an ideal material lends credibility to

calor~etric

results obtained with an alloy.
C.

TIN
It was much more difficult to perform measurements on

tin, and data were taken using the thermal pulse method only.
The critical fields encountered were less than 200 gauss, so
the transition occurred over a range of fields less than nine
gauss.

The latent heat of the tin transition is typically

an order of magnitude less than for lead.

The chief problems

encountered in performing the tin measurements were reducing
the heat leak to the sample and achieving sufficiently fine
control of the solenoid current.

A 10 turn 2.9 ohm infinite

resolution potentiometer was finally used for current control.
Since the power supply output current response was about five
milliamperes per ohm change in the controlling resistance,
the ultimate capabilities of the power supply were realized.
Superconducting leads were used to connect to the heater so
that no correction would be required for heat generated in
the leads.
The magnetization curve of tin at 2.24~ is shown in
figure (13).

The forward curve agrees fairly well with
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equation (49), although there are some significant deviations.
Some supercooling was observed, but the reverse curve was
fairly close to the forward curve for this temperature.

A

recent study of hysteresis in tin indicates that after the
supercooled transition is completed, the magnetization changes
nearly reversibly over the remaining part of the reverse
transition (S 2).

Near (1-N) H , the individual measurements
c

at a given applied field deviated from their mean by a few
percent.

However, the points were much more reproducible

over the latter half of the transition.

During the calori-

metric runs it appeared that a slight amount of superheating
occurred.

No matter how slowly the applied field was increased

at the beginning of the transition, a point was always reached
at which flux abruptly penetrated with an accompanying burst
of cooling which resulted in a momentary loss of temperature
control.

The precise point at which this occurred was not

reproduced from run to run.

Hence, the sample was probably

not in an equilibrium state near the beginning of the transition, and conditions were not reproduced identically for
each measurement.
The magnetization data for lead seem to verify that the
magnetization near (1-N) H does depend to some extent on
c

conditions.

In figure (10) the flux integration data points

are slightly higher than the thermal pulse data points near
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(1-N) He.

In the flux integration method, the field is

constantly changing, so the sample can not be in an equilibrium state unless equilibrium is rapidly established.
methods agree to within the

exper~ental

The two

error over the latter

two thirds of the transition, so apparently once the normal
phase has been nucleated throughout the sample, equilibrium
is rapidly established.

Lynton and Serin observed that the

magnetization of a composite tin wire sample attained its
final value near (1-N) H in less than a minute (SJ). The
c
author feels that the scatter in the magnetization points
at a given field near ( 1-N) H can best be explained by
c

metastable states of relatively long duration.
The latent heat of transition for tin was measured at
three temperatures during the course of this work.

The latent

heat was calculated using equation (20) and the tin critical
field polynomial of Lock (54).

The latent heat was also

obtained from the critical field curve reported in reference
(41)

•

IV below.
The results are presented in table
TABLE IV

=

Temp.

3.30'1{
2.650J<

-

2.24ot<

Latent Heat of Tin Per Unit Volume
L {re£.41)
L ~re£.54)
L (meas.)

t Diff.

=

2144 erg

2160 erg

-3.721.

2072 erg

3415 erg

-3.351.

3325 erg

3465 erg

3380 erg

-2.68t

3301 erg

3402 erg
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The measured latent heat values were consistently low by a
few percent.

The fact that the measured values were all low

by about 3% might be due to an imperfect thermal ground which
would permit heat generated in the leads to reach the sample.
Such a spurious source of heat would produce an error in lead
of only a few tenths of a percent.

Given that a difference

of a few percent exists between the valculated and measured
latent heats, the possibility of eddy current heating in the
sample can not be discounted.
The tin calorimetric results were much more erratic
than the lead results, possible due to the uncertainties in
the magnetization curve mentioned earlier.

It seamed that the

Q/L versus B/H curve deviated as much above the ideal line
as below, with no clear trend evident.

The better runs

approximated the ideal curve, and the three most regular
curves are shown in figure (14).

The only safe conclusion

which can be drawn is that the surface energy was not detected.
10- 5
The surface energy parameter is given by Davies as 2.3 x
em at absolute zero with a temperature dependence of the form
(l-t4)-% (55).

At 2 .240[ the surface energy parameter

would be 1.2 x 10- 5

em, and the wall energy would be .0163
3

latent heat is about 3300 erg/em at

erg/cm2 . Since the
this
2 of boundary area per unit volume
temperature, 1000 em
Moreover, a more
would amount to only ~ of the latent heat.
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realistic value for the boundary area per un i t volume would
be between 10 and 100 cm2 per cm3 ·
results obtained in the tin

Consider i ng t he erratic

calor~etric

runs, it does not

seem very likely that the surface energy in tin can be
detected calorimetrically.

There have been no reports in

the literature to the effect that the surface energy has been
detected calorimetrically in either tin or lead.
D.

LEAD-THALLIUM

1.

MAGNETIC PROPERTIES

Lead-4at%thallium waa studied at several temperatures
using both the flux integration and thermal pulse methods.
The initial measurements were made using only the thermal
pulse method, and after all desired data were obtained by
this technique, it was decided to try the flux integration
method.

Since flux integration worked very well, it was

decided to repeat the earlier measurements on lead and lead-4
at%thallium.

The lead-4at%thallium sample was first given a

second careful annealing for 14 days at 315°C, and the
surface was chemically polished.

When the measurements were

repeated, it was learned that the magnetic properties of the
sample had undergone rather drastic changes as a result of
this annealing and polishing.

The calor~etric results

obtained before annealing were quite consistent with predictions based on current negative surface energy theories.
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The transition teaperature of the s..ple ceuld not
ceaveniently be •easured with any degree ef accuracy since
the caleriaeter was net designed fer eperation abeve

2.4~.

The transition teMperatures fer lead-thalliua alleys have
been deterained ever a wide raage ef thalliua ceaceatratieas
by Claeson (S 6) •

The tra•sitien te.perature decreases

linearly with increasing thalliua cenceatratiea up te several
percent thalliu..

The traasitiea teaperature fer Pb-4attTl

is 7.10+ .02~ fr .. Claesen's results.

Siace Hc 2 fer the

te.peratures studied chaaged ealy slightly as a result ef
aaaealiag, it is ceasidered ualikely that Tc changed very .uch
during the secoad aaaealiag.

The alleys studied by Otter,

Pb-40at%Tl and Pb-60at%Tl, had critical t~peratures •f
6.35~

aad

6.20~,

respectively.

After the first aaaealiag, ..gaetizatiea curves
ebtaiaed by the ther.al pulse aethed had the appearaace ef
typical lew-K type II aagaetizati•• eurvea.

Three such curves

at different te~~peratures are sh.wa ia figure ( 15) ·

The

traasitiea was net very reversible after the first aaaealiag,
The reaanent
t 4 198u
as can be seea fr- the reverse curve •
• -"'·
•agnetizatioa after the first anaealiag was abeut 128 gauss
at 4.19e.K, or abeut 26% • f

t

asceadiag aagaetization.
he --y~------~~

The two values ef the Giazburg-Laadau paraaeter, K, ••
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determined from equations (68) and (70) differed from each
other by several percent at each temperature.

Hereafter,

the value of K determined from equations (68) and (70) will
be referred to as K1 , and K2 , respectively.

For the three

temperatures studied before the second annealing, both K1
and K 2 increase with decreasing temperature with K2 > K1 •
Among other results, the values of K1 and K2 before and after
the second annealing are presented in table V, page 89, for
each temperature studied.
Such authors as Gor'kov, Shapoval, Bardeen, and Maki
have discussed the extension of the G-L theory to temperatures
below T and derived theoretical expressions for K1 (t) and
c
K2{t) (57)(58)(59)(60). In practice, the values of K1 (t) and

K2{t) are obtained from equations (68) and (70) using the
appropriate temperature dependent values of Hc 2 ' He, and
(dM/dH)

•

If K is the limit of K1 (t) and K2 (t) as T

Hc2
approaches T
the temperature dependence of K1 (t) is given
c'
by:
\<,(~)

=

(80)

K o., (1:)

( t) which best fit
The two theoretical expressions f or al
d Maki
ho obtain:
most experimental data are due to Gor 'kov an
' w
l."a.6- 0.30t.:r.. +

Gor 'kov:

1• a.o

Maki:

o..,(t) - {

-

-

\.3q -

1. 'l.., t

.,.

o. -aqt

o.

OS t
't.

.,

<<. \

1:%\

(81)
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Maki also calculates the teaperature depeadeace of •z(t)
froa fuadaaeatal •icroscopic quaatities.

He obtaiaa

asyaptotic expressioas of the fora:
(82)

-t <..<. '

Maki therefore predicts that K1 (t) aad Kz(t) respectively iacrease aad decrease with decreaaiag teaperature.

The

observed behavior of Kz(t) coatradicts this prediction ia
every reported iastaace.

The authors

observatioas of

owa

Pb-4at%Tl iadicate that Kz(t) has very aearly the a..e te.perature dependeace as K1 (t).

Sekula aad Keraohaa report

that K2 (t) is greater thaa K1 (t) for Pb-27at~Tl at all
te.peratures ( 6 l). Boa Maridoa aad coworkers have studied
the aagaetic properties of the lead-thalliu. systea aad report
that the teaperature depeadeace of Kz(t) is esseatially the
saae at all thalliua coaceatratioas

(62)

• Kiaael aad co-

workers have studied the .agaetic properties of dilute iadiu.bis.uth alloys aad report also that both Kz(t) aad Kl(t)
(63)

iacrease with decreasiag teaperature

•

It would se• safe to coaclude that Maki has predicted
behavior which is aot observed.

Maki coacludea further that

uader certaia coaditioas a third type of reversible .agaetic
behavior should occur.

b

alloy haviag K~ 'I ..fT.' would have

K2<1/u<. K1 at aad below aoae t•perature, were Maid '•
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prediction regarding the temperature dependence of Kz(t)
correct.

According to Maki, below this temperature the

transition to the normal state at HcZ is of the first order,
and the magnetization curve of a type III superconductor
should show an abrupt drop to zero at H . Such behavior is
c2
vaguely reminiscent of the magnetization curves predicted by
Goodman's laminar theory ( 9) • No one has reported observing
type III behavior, and the evidence cited previously militates
strongly against the existence of such a phenomenon.
After the second annealing, the magnetic properties
of the Pb-4at%Tl sample resembled those predicted for a
type III superconductor.

The most striking change which

occurred as a result of annealing and polishing was the
appearance of a small, but quite significant drop in the
magnetization curve near Hcz·

This is precisely the magnetic

behavior which would be expected in the presence of structural
flaws for a material having a first order transition to the
normal state at Hcz·

Figure (16) shows the magnetization

curves obtained by the flux integration technique after the
sample had been annealed for 14 days at 315°C·
shows the transition at
after annealing.

4.19~

Figure

<17 )

before annealing and at 4 · 15 0K

The drop in magnetization is more pronounced

at the higher temperatures, but the effect is present at all
temperatures studied.

The chart recordings of the voltage
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induced in the pickup coil as the applied magnetic field is
isothermally swept at a constant rate show a small, sharp
peak at the end of the transition.

The relative position of

this peak does not change with temperature, and similar chart
recordings made before the second annealing show no trace of
this peak.

The calorimetric data show clear signs of a small

latent heat associated with the transition to the normal state.
The magnetic data were taken at a sweep rate of 30 gauss per
minute, which may have been too fast to permit sharp definition
of the transition.
The values of K1 and K2 were in much closer agreement
at all temperatures after the second annealing.

At each

temperature studied, K2 was less than 2% greater than Kl.

The

value of Kl dropped a few percent after annealing, but K2
dropped between 5% and 10% as a result of annealing.

The

magnetization curve was somewhat higher over the latter half
of the transition, and the slope was greater.

The curve did

not drop quite so sharply at Hcl' and the peak was a bit more
rounded after annealing.

The measured critical field, He,

increased slightly after annealing as a result of the changes
mentioned.

This was unexpected, since annealing usually

i•proves the reversibility of a sample and lowers the

apparent He.

However, by all commonly accepted criteria of

reversibility, the sample was significantly tmproved by
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aanealing.
at

4.17~,

The remanent was reduced by abeut 50% te 64 gauss
which is about 12.5% ef the •axt.u• asceadiag

aagnetizatien.

The reverse curve was •ueh eleser te the

ascendiag curve after aaaealiag aad pelishiag.

It is there-

fere quite puzzling that He iacreased after anaealing.
There have beea several studies ef irreversibility in
alleys cenducted in the past several years.

While the

aagaetic transitien ia a type II ..terial is reversible in
priaciple, it is never c ..pletely reversible ia practice.
There are three •echaaisas which are widely regarded as
respeasible fer •agaetic hysteresis.

They are flux piaaing

at dislecatieas, flux trappiag by iab..egeaeities, aad
surface barrier effects.

Dislecatiea piaaiag is respeasible

fer ••st of the hysteresis which caa be reaeved by careful
aaaealiag

<45 ).

Iah..egeaeities aad precipitates are largely
(64)

respoasible fer flux trappiag ia well aaaealed speeiaeas

·

Surface effects are thought t• be respeasible fer ••st ef the
lew field hysteresis ebserved ia h..egeaeeus, well aaaealed

spec~eas

<64).

The ceaditiea ef the surface ef a well aaaealed speciaen
(62)

can certaialy iaflueace its ..gaetie preperties

Li i

v agstea ebserved that

•

the •gaetizatiea curve ef • well

La-ged after half the veluae
•••ealed Pb-8%Tl spec~ea was uaeuahad b
h d
(64)
such size iadepeadeat hysteresis
eea etc e away
•
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is strong evidence that there are no appreciable flux
gradients in a well annealed

spec~en,

and that the observed

low field hysteresis is largely due to surface effects.
Livingston and Bean have discussed flux thread motion near
a specimen surface and conclude that local field variations
at surface irregularities will aid the penetration of flux
threads into the superconductor (65).

The same irregularities

serve to block the expulsion of flux, and a barrier to flux
expulsion exists down to zero field.

It ia commonly supposed

that the ascending virgin magnetization curve is very close
to the thermodynamic equilibrium curve for well annealed
specimens that trap very little flux.

The nearly reversible

magnetization curves for niobium reported by Finneaore were
obtained by jarring the sa.ple until no further changes
occurred (16).

The jarring aay have locally compressed or

stretched the lattice near the surface thereby affecting the
magnitude of the surface barrier.

The lead-4attthalliua

saaple studied by the author was about as reversible after
the second annealing as the better s..plea studied by Bon
Maridon and coworkers (66).
If the magnetization curve

is not reversible and

aD

appreciable remnant is trapped, the value of He obtained
f rom the area under the magnetizat i 00 curve represents an
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upper limit to the thermodynamic critical field.

However,

the critical field can be obtained if the critical field is
assumed to obey the parabolic law, or if sufficient data are
taken to apply a numerical procedure based on the first law
of thermodynamics.

Assuming the critical field obeys a

parabolic law, the corrected critical field is given by:
~ 5
\-+;t1..
l - Jo c:a. t"\(Ha)c:l.\o\G. +

\-\~ -=.

H

"iT\

:l

L(.... •a.~.) j

(83)

Given enough data, H can be determined by a numerical
c

integration.

One obtains:

~1

: s:< [ '- ("""-"'·)T

r

1

1

M(K~) d. I-I~

(84)

The detailed derivations of equations (83) and (84)
are given in Appendix I.

The corrected values of He are

from 15% to 20% less than the values of He computed from
equation (18), as can be seen in table V.

Figure (18) shows

He as a function of t 2 before and after annealing both
corrected and uncorrected for hysteresis using equation (83).
It proved impractical to use equation (84) for lack of
sufficient data points.

The corrected curve shows some

departures from a parabolic law, apparently in the strong
The extrapolated value of 8o was 792
lead and 757 gauss
gauss, as compared to 803 gauss f or pure

coupling direction.

for lead-27at%thallium (61).

The extrapolated value of Ho

for the uncorrected values of

H before annealing is 935 gauss
c
It is gratifying that the

and 970 gauss after annealing.
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value of H0 obtained by extrapolating the corrected H data
c

falls between the values of H0 for pure lead and Pb-27at4Tl.
The measured magnetic properties of Pb-4at4Tl alloy
are tabulated in Table V.

The temperatures were determined

from the vapor pressure of the helium bath corrected for
hydrostatic pressure.

Hcl was determined by extrapolating

the linear portion of the magnetization curve near the
beginning of the transition to the extrapolated diamagnetic
curve.

HcZ was determined by extrapolating the best linear

fit for the latter part of the magnetization curve to the
point where it crosses the axis.

The slope of this line was

taken to be -4 'lr ( dM/ dH )
for the determination of K2
a Hc2
using equation (70). L was determined from the calorimetric
measurements, and used in equation (83) to obtain the value
of the critical field corrected for hysteresis'

H~ • Kl was

determined from equation (68) using the measured values of
H and H

•

was determined from the numerical calculations
c
c2
(32)
of Harden and Arp with the ratio of Hcl to 8c
·
K

3

2. CALORIMETRIC RESULTS
The calorimetric data were

taken by the two methods

1 i data reduction,
Due to difficu ty n
are more reliable
data taken with a constant heater power
h field at a constant rate.
than those taken by increasing t e
difficult to assess,
The effects of magnetic hysteresis are

described in chapter II.

TABLE

V

Tabulated Magnetic Properties of Pb-4at%Tl Alloy

Temp.
(Oz(l

Hcl
(gaussl

Hc2
(gaussl

He
(gaussl

*5.65

349

479

4.76

458

*4.19

H'

L

Kz

K1

(ergLcm3l

c
(gaussl

370.0

19,465

308.0

.915

1.001

.80

680

524.9

21,500

437.4

.916

. 931

.88

556

830

614.3

18,250

516.2

.955

1.028

.85

*4.19

553

830

614.4

18,250

516.2

.955

1.028

.85

4.17

535

835

629.4

18,200

524.1

.938

.953

.90

4.15

536

842

630.1

--

--

.943

.960

.90

4.03

555

877

652.4

16,244

536.2

.945

.964

.90

3.76

587

950

695.6

14,700

577.4

.961

.988

.90

*3.33

654

1033

735.7

10,096

611.2

.993

1.042

.88

3.08

644

1077

783.0

5,840

627.9

.972

.989

.92

*2.19

736

1207

847.9

0

711.4

1.006

1.095

.91

K3

*Before Second Annealing
'Corrected For Hysteresis

00

\0
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although errors can be estimated if assumPti ons are made
about the magnetic properties of the alloy.

The calorimetric

results were generally consistent with current negative
surface energy theories.

There were several predictions made

in chapter I regarding Q as a function of H • Among the
a

predictions to be tested were:

1.

Q* should depend linearly on Hc 2-Ha near Hc 2 {p · 32) ·

2.

Q/L versus B/Ha should be linear near H 1 (p.27,
p.34).

c

3.

Q(Ha-Hcl) should be represented by a (Ha-Hc 1) +
b{Ha -Hcl) ln c (Ha -Hcl) in the field range Hcl <
Ha < Hcz {p.33).

4.

The data of F. A. Otter was to be compared with

the results of this work.

Each prediction was tested in the

course of this work, and agreement was good with the
exception of Q*{Hcz-Ha) after the second annealing.
The magnetization is a linear function of Hc2-Ha near
Hc2 in the GLAG (Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov-Gor'kov) theory,
and hence the free energy difference between the superconductor
in field H and the normal state varies quadratically with
H
cz-Ha ·

a

The entropy difference an

linearly on Hcz-Ha near Hc2.
function of H z-H
c

after annealing.
st

d Q* hould therefore depend
s

Figure (19) shows Q* as a

at 4.190( before annealing and at 4.170Jc

a

The data can be fit very well with a

raight line before annealing.

The slope of the line is 41.6
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erg/cm3 -gauss, from which dHc 2 /dT is found to be -165.5
gauss/°K using equation (75).

Using a parabolic law to

approximate Hc 2 (T), the value of dHc 2 /dT is found to be -212+
10 gauss/°K.

The agreement is not very good, the relative

error amounting to -22%.
The major source of error is probably an irreversible
entropy increase which occurs when flux lines are forced to
move and overcome pinning forces.

One expects that the

measured latent heat must be lower than the reversible latent
heat by an amount comparable to -22%.

If the alloy has the

strong coupling characteristics of pure lead, the critical
field curve will be similar, and the latent heat can be
calculated from the lead critical field curve with appropriate
scaling of H and T . The critical field data reported in
0
c
this work and the critical field data of Sekula and Kernahan
tend to confirm the strong coupling characteristics of
dilute Pb-Tl alloys, although the data are too sketchy to
assert that the critical field curves differ only be scaling
factors (61).

The calculated latent heat at 4.190[ according

to this procedure is 22,800 erg/cm3 , cOMpared to a measured
value of 18,250.

The relative error is -20%, which is

fairly close to the value of -22% obtained from comparing
ca 1culated and inferred values

0

The behavior of Q*(Hc 2 -H8

f dH

)

c2

near

/ dT at 4.190K.
H was drastically
c2
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altered as a result of annealing and polishing.

The data are

not even approximately linear, but rather has a pronounced
wiggle shaped like an

us".

For values of Hcz-Ha larger than

120 gauss, the curve again becomes quite linear and approximately parallel to the curve before annealing.

The curve

becomes nearly vertical at Hcz-Ha ~ 35 gauss, which strongly
suggests a first order transition to the normal state.

The

latent heat associated with the transition appears to be on
3

the order of a few thousand ergs/em .

A thermodynamic

analysis can be made to determine the latent heat due to a
given discontinuity in M at Hcz·

One obtains an expreasion

for ~Q given by (Zl):
(83)

The change in magnetization at Hcz appears to be about 1 · 5
gauss on the magnetization curve, although this value is only
certain to within + . 5 gauss.

Using -212

gauss/~ for dHc2/dT

3
and 4 .19~ for T, ~Q is equal to 133 5 erg I em ·

This value is

quite reasonable, but could easily be in error by 501 ·

There

to the
seems to be considerable evidence that the transition
h
the order
normal state is first order with a latent eat on
of 10 3 erg/cm3 .
8 B/H ahould
I
The second prediction was that Q L versu
a
on the baais of
prediction
was
.ade
be linear near Hcl· This
the •ixed state and a plausibility
Goodman's laminar model of
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arguement based on the entropy of an isolated vortex line.
Using Goodman's model, the initial slope of Q/L versus B/H
was equal to q, the surface energy parameter (p.27).

a

The

properties of q are quite sLmilar to the properties of .7071/K
That is, the material becomes type I for q•l, and exhibits
progressively more extreme type II behavior as q decreases.
It would not be correct to equate q and . 7071/K 1 , since q is

defined by equation (58) .

However, if q ia known, K1 can be

calculated from equations (58) and (68).

A serious question arises as to whether q can be
determined from calorimetric data in the presence of ugnetic
hysteresis.

If the irreversible entropy increase per unit

change of B/H

is constant throughout the transition, the
a
shape of Q/L versus B/H will not be affected by hysteresis.
a
The measured latent heat will be low by an amount equal to
• There is good reason to believe that the irreverirr
sible entropy increase in Pb-4at%Tl is uaiforaly distributed

TA S

throughout the transition above about

4~, but is generated

h t ansition below 4~.
preferentially near the beginning o f t e r
Figure (20) shows Q/L as a function of B/Ha for
On d annealing. All curves
8
everal temperatures after t he sec
ooth curve coapleting
show an initial linear portion with a _.
4 03 ~ 4.17~, and 4.76~ are
the transition. The curves for •
'
1 slope between 0.60 and
very nearly identical with an initia

1
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1.0

0.5
B/Ha

FIGURE 20.

Q/L versus B/Ha after annealing
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0.65.

Using equations (58) and {68), Kl is found to be

between 0.867 and 0.916, while values obtained directly
from the magnetization curves range between 0.916 and 0.945.
Above 4'1<, the close agreement between the values of K1
obtained directly from magnetization data and the values
deduced from calorimetric data is strong evidence that the
shape of Q/L versus B/Ha has not been altered by magnetic
hysteresis.

The value of K1 (t) changes only 3 .1~ between 4.03

'1<. and 4. 76°K, so the initial slope of Q/L versus

B/H

change by a few percent over this temperature range.

should
The

data is too scattered to discern such small changes, but the
fact that the curves appear to be identical above 4~ is a
further indication that hysteresis has not affected the shape
of the curve .
It was pointed out earlier that dHcz/dT at 4.19"K as
determined from ( dQ/ dH ) .
was about 22% less than the value
a Hcz
determined from magnetic data. The latent heat at that
temperature was about 20% lower than the value deterained frOID
the critical field curve of lead scaled with respect to Tc
221 lower than
and Ho. The fact that (dQ/dHa)Hc2 was about
the conclusion
expected, while L was only 20% low, leads to
being done near the and of
h
t at more irreversible work was
This eoaclusion is
the transition than near the beginning.
that the deduced and
further supported by the observatioa
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observed values of K1 could be made to agree e:uctly, were the
initial slope of Q/L versus B/H8 reduced a few percent.

But

the initial slope would be too low, were more irreversible
work being done near the beginning of the transition than
near the end.

At any rate the irreversible entropy increase

does not appear to vary more than a few percent over the
transition, so it can be concluded that the curves obtained
above

4~

accurately represent the situation in a perfectly

reversible specimen.
This was hardly the case below 40J.(.

The curves

obtained after the second annealing for 3.76~ aad 3.08~
deviated significantly from the curves obtained above 40K.
The iaitial slope progressively diminiahes with decreaaing
temperature.

Such behavior is not expected, since K1 aad

hence q is no more strongly temperature dependent below 40f<
than it is at higher temperatures.

Below 4~, •ore irrevera-

ible work is apparently done near the beginaing of the
traasition than near the end.

there was so .uch
At 2.19 ~',
-~

f the transition
irreversible work done near the beginniag 0
£1 b gan to penetrate.
that the sample warmed initially when ux e
(10)

Otter observed similar behavior at lower teaperatures
M
in dilute lead-calciua
•pother noted that the transitioD
i t~erature, but that
alloy was reversible above a certa n
hyatereais anti flux trappiag rapidly increaaad belOW this
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temperature (47) •

It appears that all caloriaetric data

taken below 4~ were essentially worthless, except possible
to indicate the temperature dependence of hystereaia effecta.
The surface energy parameter certainly can not be inferred
from calorimetric data in the preaence of non-unifom
irreversibility.

Q/L versus B/H

curves can be regarded aa
a
plausible only if their temperature dependence ia quite weak.
Figure (21) shows Q/L versus B/H for Pb-4at1Tl at
a
several temperatures before and after annealiag. Also shown
is Q/L versus B/H

a

(lO).

for Pb-40at%Tl at 3. 960g, as given by Otter

The curves at 4.19'1< were taken by the two different

aethods described in chapter II.

The agreeaent ia excellent,

and it can be asserted that data obtained by the two different
aethods are entirely equivaleat.
The results obtained at 4.170K after annealing are
shown to indicate the effects of annealiag.

There ia really

Rot a great deal of difference between curves taken before
after anaealing.

aad

The curves are nearly identical up to B/H••

0.4, at which poiat the aaaealed curve risea slightly above
the earlier results.

Near the ead of the transitioa, the

lier curve and approachea
anaealed curve bends across the ear
1
Thil cbaDJ•
the end of the transition a bit •ore •t••P y ·
anetic aad calort.etric
1• associated with the anoaolous
l
AI there
behavior near H which was de•cribed previou• Y·
c2

•o-
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was only a few percent change in K1 after annealing, the
initial slope of Q/L versus B/Ha was not expected to change
more than a few percent after annealing.

Considering the

amount of scatter present, it can only be said that the
initial slope did not change a great deal as a result of
annealing.
Otter's results on Pb-40at%Tl are consistent with the
results reported in this work.

The curve obtained by Otter

for Pb-40%Tl at 3. 960J< shows the same features observed in
this work for Pb-4%Tl, modified in precisely the way that
would be expected for a more extreme type II alloy.

There i1

an initial linear portion having a measured slope of 0.094.
Using this value for q leads to a deduced value of K1 equal
to 7.10.

The measured value of K1 detet'llined from the reported

aagnetization curve is equal to 6.39.

The agre•ent is fairly

close, but it was difficult to determine K1 and q frOII the
reported data.
Q( H -H ) should be
a cl
) i the field range
given by a (Ha-Hcl)+b(Ha·Hcl> ln c(Ha·Hcl
n
obtained by differentiating
Hcl < Ha < Hcz. This expressioa was
f a lattice of flux linea
the expressions for the free energy 0
i
(22) shows Q(Ha·Bcl) for
tl th respect to temperature.
Figure
h solid curve repre·
P
b-4at%Tl at 4. 76"K after annealiag. T e
ax+bxln ex.
f
lent
equat ioa of the ot'll
s the best fit with an
The third prediction was that
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MEASURED VALUES

G>

Q = a(Ha-Hcl)

18

a

+

b(Ha-Hcl) Ln c(Ha-Hcl)

= 85

b =-35

17

c

=

.0038

16

__.l.---

9
80

100

120
Ha-Hcl

FIGURE 22.

Q(Ha -Hcl)
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The value of the parameters a, b, and c were found to be
-35, and 0.0038, respectively.
shows that c• i\ 'l.

I 91 o

•

found to be about 28 x 10

as,

Comparison with equation (78)

Using the measured value of c, "A ia

-6

em, as compared to 5 x 10-

pure lead at the same temperature.

6

ca for

The penetration depth ia

expected to be greater for the alloy, but probably no •ore
than twice as great.

The fit is fairly sensitive to the

value of c, so there is little error in the value of c.

The

deduced value of ). is probably within a factor of three of
the actual value.

The assumption made ia the derivation of

equation (78) was that A.>) t, , so perhaps it should not be
surprising that a more plausible result is not obtained.
is not feasible to obtain d

It

~ /dT and dHc 1 /dT fr011 equation (78)'

since it requires having an accurate value of ?. •

However,

the excellent agreement between the measured values and the
fitted curve indicates that the model predicts a reasonable
variatioa of Q with H

a

in the range Hcl < 8 a < 8 c2 ·

It was possible to determine the average beat input
The ratio
Per unit length of flux line froaa the data taken .
.J
to get the
of Q to B is multiplied by the flux quantua, -"" • '
FrOII this viewaverage heat input per unit length of vortex.
d t the surface of the specf..8en
Point, flux lines are nucleate a
interi or carryiag entropy along
&ad then propagate into the
l ength of flUX liae can
llith thea. The heat iaput per uait
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be calculated as a function

0f

B•

In the limit of weakly

interacting flux lines, the a verage h eat input per unit length
of vortex is given by:
Q /"' :

where

-T~ + {~ + ~) ~ ~~

(85)

~

is the Helmholtz free energy per unit length
of vortex.
c is the slope of the liaear portion of B/H
versus B.
a

n is the number of flux lines per ca2 .
It appears from this simple calculation that the average heat
input per unit length of vortex will be a function of B.
exact variation depends on the form of ~ ~
of B and its limit as B goes to zero.

as a function

It is not exactly clear

what this limit should be, although as B goes to He ,
vanish.

The

~

*

will

Otter observed that (dQ/dB) ;. as a fuactioa of B

underwent a minimum then rose to nearly a constant value near
the end of the transition (lO) .

This meana that Q/n also

underwent a minimum as a function of B and then rose to a
nearly constant value near the end of the traasition.
constant value is equal

to--r~

This

according to equatioa (SS) ·

Figure (23) shows Q/n as a

f

of B for 4.17Dt
i
unct on

and 4. 760Jc after annealing and 4.19DK before annealiD&·

The

9
&Olid line at the bottoa of the figure is Pb· 40at'LTl at 3 · 0J(

according to F. A. Otter (10).
Ott

er exhibit miatma at a

The data reported by

few bu.-dred gauas for both Pb-40
p
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at %Tl and Pb-60 at all temperatures.

The data

obtained in this work show no minima in Q/n at any teatperature.
The data for small values of B are somewhat unreliable, but
the minima in Q/n reported by Otter do not seem to be present
in Pb-4at%Tl.

It should be pointed out that the •inillua in

Q/n reported by Otter at 3. 9'1< for Pb-40at%Tl is not aearly
so sharp as the corresponding minimum for Pb-60at'LT1 at
3. 96<1<..

Perhaps this minimum in the average heat input per

unit length of vortex line is a property of extr•e type II
materials.

At any rate, the values of Q/n obtained in this

work rose initially to a value that remained nearly constant
after a few hundred gauss.
-T

li
clT '

Presumably this value is equal to

and l l would be respectively equal to

1.03

X

10- 6

c)T

and 1.34 x lo-6 erg/cm-0!< at 4.17"1< and 4.760&:.

If the

I a
IIUSt be a
ca 1orimetric data near H are reliabl e, "i tlT
cl
monotonically decreasing function of B for Pb-4attTL

E• TIN-INDIUM

The results obtained with tin-6attindiUID were rather
A aagaetdisappointing, and very little data were takea.
.
2.04oK, and two calorimetric
lzation curve was obtained at
urve was very
i
runs were attempted. The magnetizat 00 c
i n the
'1
In the reverse direct o '
rounded, and had a long taL •
curve started down at once, and trapped a
la

rger than the maximulll

r

--t

ascending .agnetizatiOO·

,..,mat
It appe.ared
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that the indium had concentrated at the grain boundaries.
The specimen had magnetic properties similar to those
predicted for Mendelssohn's filamentary model

<67 >. In the

filamentary model, a type II superconductor is treated as a
multiply coanected matrix of filaments possessing high
critical fields.

The interstitial material, which comprises

the bulk of the superconductor, is considered to be type I
material with a low bulk critical field.

Such materials have

been fabricated, and extremely inhomogeneous, polycrystalline
superconductors such as Nb 3sn behave similarly ( 6S).
The calorimetric properties of a fil ..entary superconductor should be quite different fro. a homogeneous, wellannealed type II specimen.

Since the type I material

comprises the bulk of the superconductor, the total entropy
change for the transition will have been nearly completed
when all the interstitial material has become nor.al.

The

long tail will account for little of the latent heat.

The

Q/L versus B/H curve should look very nearly ideal (since
type I material is being driven normal) up to nearly the end
of the transition.

The curve should then drop below the

ideal line as the type II material at the grain boundaries is
driven normal.
This is precisely the calorimetric behavior observed
with Sn-6at%In during the two calorimetric runs made.

It
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appeared that the latent heat was drastically reduced in the
faster transition.

One transition was completed in six

minutes, and the other was completed in fifteen aiautes.

The

latent heat was nearly an order of aagnitude lower for the
faster transition.

Since the purpose of preparing a Sn-In

sample was to obtain a very reversible transition, the work
on Sn-6at4In was pursued ao further.

It would seea that

calorimetric techniques can easily distinguish between the
filamentary and negative surface energy aodels, and indicate
which model best describes the aagnetic properties of a
given specimen.

Figure (24) shows Q/L versus B/Ha for

Sn-6at%Ia at 2.04~, and the inset magnetization curve
indicates the magnetic properties of the spect.en.
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IV CONCLUSIONS
The lead and tin samples did not deviate significantly
from ideal behavior, and it was concluded that the interphase
boundary energy was not detected in either aaterial.

The

values for the surface energy paraaeter reported by other
authors for lead and tin are quite small.

In view of this

fact, it is further cone luded that the experillental procedure
failed to detect the surface energy because the effect is
much smaller than the experimental undertainty.

The facta

that lead and tin behaved ideally within the experiaental
error and that the measured latent heats agreed closely with
the values deduced from reported critical field curves are
considered proof that the experimental procedures are valid.
The magnetic properties of Pb-4attTl were quite
typical of low K alloys before auealiag, but were quite
different after annealing.

On the basis of aagnetization aad

h t the traaaition to
ca 1orimetric evidence, it is conclude d t a
b n first order
the normal state at Hcz may very well have ee

after annealing.

It seems unlikely that Maki '• caleulatiOD•

can adequately explain the an011olous aagnetic behavior
t t..,erature
observed, since they fail to predict the correc
aapetic
1
d
ha the an~o ou•
ependence of Kz. It is certain t t
ig '• aad all the
beha
tal in or J.l.l'
vior observed is not instruaen
b observed
•xplaaations which might be offered to explain t e
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magnetic behavior fail at some point.

There is no second

phase which could be precipitated and account for the sudden
drop in magnetization at the end of the transition.

The

enhanced reversibility after annealing also militates against
a second phase origin of the .....ly and seems to rule out
strain as an explanation.

There seems to be no really

satisfactory explanation of the magnetic behavior near Hcz
after annealing.
The calorimetric results for the Pb-4at~T1 specimen
studied in this work were consistent with current negative
surface energy models of the mixed state.

Q/L aa a fuaction

of B/Ha looked very much like curves predicted by Goodaan'a
model.

It was possible to obtain values of K1 froa the

initial slope of Q/L versus B/H8 that agreed with values of

Kl obtaiaed from the magnetization curves to within

5~.

Such

close agreement was surprising in view of the simplicity of
Goodman's model.

The behavior of Q as a function of H8

closely followed the fora predicted froa Fetter's •odel for
fields such that Hcl < Ha ( Hcz, although a soaewhat large
Near Hcz• the variation of Q* with
as predicted by the
Hcz-Ha was very linear before annealing,
theory. After
GLAG (Ginzburg-Landau-Abrikosov-Gor'kov)
of a first order
id
annealiag there was.calort.etric ev ence
value of ;>.was obtained.

transition to the noraal state at Hcz·
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It is concluded that the interphase surface energy in
Pb-4at%Tl is indeed negative.

The effects of hysteresis do

not appear to alter the shape of Q/L as a function of B/H

a

above about 4°K.

The reduced transitions above 4~ reported

in this work represent the situation in a perfectly reversible
transition to within a few percent.

It is concluded that

both Goodman's model and the vortex model can be used to
interpret the experimental data for different ranges of Ha .
It does not appear that this experiment can distinguish
between a vortex and laminar structure.

Goodman's model is

valid only for fields near Bel, while the vortex model is
valid for fields much greater than Hcl and near Hc 2 .

It was

also demonstrated that Otter's calorimetric results for
Pb-40at%Tl at 3.90JK were in essential agreement with those
reported in this work for Pb-4at%Tl.
The Sn-6at%In specimen seemed to behave like a
filamentary superconductor.

There were insufficient data to

draw any firm conclusions, but a filamentary superconductor
probably has calorimetric properties quite different from
I
· en
those of a homogeneous, well annealed type I specLm ·

Possibly this difference could be useful to differentiate
between the two types of behavior.
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APPENDIX I
The thermodynamic critical field for a type II
superconductor is determined from the integral of the equilibrium magnetization curve according to equation (18).

When

the ascending magnetization curve is not the equilibrium
curve, the critical field computed using equation (18)
represents an upper limit to the actual He.

A value for the

critical field can be obtained in the presence of magnetic
irreversibility by applying the first law of thermodyna.ics.

A superconductor in the superconducting state at zero field
is in a well defined thermodynamic state, and a superconductor
in the normal state at applied field Hcz is also in a well
defined state.

Since the internal energy, U , is a state

function, the difference in internal energy, o.u , does not
depend on the intermediate states of the body.

Equating the

change in free energy to the heat added to the sample minus
the work done by the sample leads to:
_

SHe,_ M 0 \-4

~

+

L

=

fHe,.

A U -: -

0

t'\ . , cl. Ho.

-\-

L

,. ~.,

(A-I-I)

0

Assuming that the critical field of the alloy obeys the
parabolic law, one gets:
l

i

-

"'c:.,..
0

1

H c.

t'\ e.o cl H o.
D

:

"a "fT

(A-I-2)

The right side of (A-I-1) is therefore equal to:
L ~ .."

-

s.

0

MC''L

\

M et:t, cl H o. :

+ 3t2..

\ - 1: 'L

u'l.

.!!L
V1T

(A-I-3)

-I-1) leads to equation (83).
Substituting (A-I-3 ) i ato (A
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It is also possible to obtain the critical field in
the presence of magnetic hysteresis without assuming that the
alloy obeys the parabolic law.

Equatioa (A-I-1) can be

written using equation (18) and (20) as:
(A-I-4)

This equation can be written in slightly different form as:

~ ("~~)

- ~(~~) : i~c~

(A-I-5)

t'\d.\\a..- L

This equation is a linear differential equation for which the
solution can be written

~~T

~ediately <69). The solution is:

= STTc ~ t r:c.a. M

cl \\ .. -

L1

Equation (84) is obtained from this result.

ciT

(A-I-6)
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